solutions overview: socialleads
Close the social ROI loop and drive sales more quickly by
connecting active social media prospects directly with your sales
partners.
Whilst social media provides a dynamic mechanism to reach and influence more potential
customers, it is still a challenge to engage with such prospects and drive sales closure to
prove an ROI.
socialleads is an innovative ‘social media lead generation’ module that works with
socialondemand®, generating trackable leads for your sales teams and external sales partners
directly from prospects that interact with shared social media content.

How does socialleads work?
Taking you one step closer to proving the ROI of social media,
socialleads will enable you to unobtrusively collect,
distribute and track leads to your sales teams – whether
internal or external.
socialleads is an add-on module to socialondemand - the
online tool that enables you to syndicate, share and
amplify social media content through social media
networks of your partners to reach and influence their
followers.

4. A lead email is sent to the point of contact at the partner 		
and the lead information appears on their
socialondemand portal
5. All leads are tracked and made available online via the
socialondemand portal to your sales partners.
Measurements and reports are also provided to the
vendors.

SOCIALLEADS AT-A-GLANCE

This is how socialleads works in tandem with
socialondemand:
1. The follower reads the social media post sent via 		
socialondemand from the partner (via Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter etc) and clicks on the short url that’s 		
included in the post (i.e., the call to action)
2. Once the follower is on the document or website, a
pop-up box – showing the reseller name – appears with
an email/call back request form.

• Lead generation tool from social media content
• Adds a branded call-to-action for every social
media post sent through socialondemand
• Links social media content to a
supplying partner

3. The follower completes the form and submits their details.

Vendors input contact
on their socialondemand
websites

Partners review, edit,
discard or approve
content

Posts published onto
partners’ social media
sites

Customers read
this content

Customers click the CTA and complete email/call back
request form. Partners then respond accordingly.

socialleads shows great promise! It is very unlike anything we have done before, and
it‘s very easy for our partners. We are confident our channel partners are going to love
this, and, as a result, engage more closely with us and generate more revenue.
Ole Myind, Director of Channel Sales and Distribution EMEA, Acronis

Features and benefits of socialleads
Simple to integrate and to get
your sales partners capturing
leads quickly.

Add-on module to
socialondemand so
seamlessly integrates into
your platform and requires
little setup by your sales
partners

Ensure your sales partners can
benefit from the tool whilst
ensuring they maintain control

Partners can activate/deactive
the module, choose for you to
handle leads on their behalf,
channel leads through correct
departments and can include
leads on a post by post basis

The first building block toward
building a social CRM solution
for partners

Partners can manage their
leads, save notes, set statuses
and more

Ensure the module fits with
your partners branding and
corporate identify

Partners can personalise the
look and feel of the popup box,
the message and contact
details and specify where and
when it appears

Easily see how the module is
working for both you and your
sales partners

Lead volume (by partner, by
post, by campaign, by region)
trackable through
comprehensive reporting and
partners can easily see what
leads they collected

Build vendor / partner
relationships through value
added marketing

socialleads will set up
conversations between your
partners and their customers,
increasing sales and helping
you engage with partners, to
gain their trust and loyalty

Personalisation
Your partners can decide if they want to handle the
leads themselves or let you qualify them first or if
they wish to deactivate the module. They will also
need to decide what email address leads are sent to.
This can be customer target-dependent.
Additionally, partners can format ‘their’ pop-up:
design, placement and delay (time after which the
pop-up will appear).
That’s all! Your partners are now ready to capture
leads!

Capturing Leads
Once a partner has reposted your social media news,
the pop-up will appear on the web page/document
that has been hyperlinked from the post and clicked
by the customer.

Lead Management
Once a customern has completed and submitted the
lead form, your partner will receive the lead details by
email and will be able to see all leads on their portal.

socialleads enables you to measure the success of your social media content, not just in terms of clicks, retweets and
likes, but now in terms of leads
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